Enjoy winter responsibly.

**Be prepared.**
Travel with emergency supplies. Tell someone where you’re going and your plans to return.

**Leave no trace.**
If you bring a sled, be sure to take it home. Dispose or recycle trash. Sleds are not recyclable.
recyclebycity.com/flagstaff

**Safety first.**
Locate designated snow play areas in advance. If you should become lost in adverse conditions, remain where you are and wait for Search & Rescue.

**Respect property.**
Do not play on private lands.
Keep your public lands clean.

**Spend the night.**
Weather is unpredictable. Plan to stay overnight.

**Have an alternative plan.**
Snow play areas full? Catch a movie or explore a local attraction.
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**Have an alternative plan.**
Snow play areas full? Catch a movie or explore a local attraction.
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**CALL THE FLAGSTAFF WINTER SNOWPLow HOTLINE 1-844-256-SNOW FOR UP-TO-DATE SNOW TRAVEL INFO**
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*Photo credit: Flagstaff Snow Park at Fort Tuthill. Tube rentals included. Sleds prohibited.*